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Abstract: In this era of clean energy, recycling materials,and
green earth. We need to find another place to live other than earth,
finding other planets that can help human life to sustain, because
of the climatic change and depletion of natural resources may be
we go extinct like as dinosaurs. For human life to be
multi-planetary transportation plays a major role. Because it is
not easy to travel between planets. It takes much time, fuel, money,
and resources to do space travel. To overcome this problem
reusable rockets are the solution. Reusable rockets are the key that
can open the number of possibilities to make human life
multi-planetary. They have made a rocket which is reusable.
TheirFalcon 9 is the first ever rocket which was reused, Falcon
heavy which can lift a payload of 64 tons into lower earth orbit
and Dragonspacecraft which is designed to deliver both cargo and
people to orbiting destinations, Falcon 9 is used to lift this dragon
spacecraft. SpaceX along with NASA is doing so many researches
to create a sustainable environment on Mars and to make human
life multi-planetary.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the launch of the first rocket in 1957 which is capable of
launching a satellite into space [1], all the rocket parts have
gone waste after launch. Usually, rockets have 3 stages after
launch the first stage falls into the ocean and the second stage
burns out while re-entering into the atmosphere third stage is a
satellitelaunch [2]. In this case, some part of the vehicle is
reused to construct a new vehicle that is used for further
launching of the rockets[3], other than that there are no big
changes were made to reuse a rocket until 2015. On
December 21,2015, SpaceX successfully achieved a first-ever
orbital class rocket landing[4]. This gave a new definition for
reusability of a rocket because in this case the whole rocket is
reusable and can be landed again for another satellite
launch.The first ever rocket which landed back on earth after
launch is Falcon 9. By making a rocket reusable we can send
many satellites and do more space trips in less time because
we are not constructing a new rocket every time when we
needed to launch a satellite, we are using the previously used
rocket here we can save more time and also money.
If we can send a rocket to space and again land on earth,
then we can use that technique and land rocket on other

planets and can also bring it back to earth. By this, we can
send people to Mars and bring them back. In the first few
rockets, we can send some resources which are necessary for
life to sustain to mars after that we can send humans to make
use of those resources to create a sustainable environment on
the mars. NASA wants to humans on Mars by 2030 while
Elon Musk's SpaceX wants to get a human on Mars by
2026.NASA says there will be three phases for the journey to
Mars, they will be, earth relevant, providing ground, earth
independent[5]. These are the tests that are going to be
conducted on the people so that they can sustain such
spacetravels.
II. REUSABLE ROCKETS
A. FALCON 9
The first historically speaking rocket to land back on earth is
Falcon 9. The name Falcon 9 originated from its nine Merlin
motors octa web. With its 9 first-arrange Merlin motors
grouped together, Falcon 9 can support up to two motor
shutdowns during flight and still effectively complete its main
goal. Octa web decreases the length and weight of the Falcon9
push structure.
The Nine Merlin Engine Octaweb
Falcon 9’s Payload
To LEO (Low Earth Orbit) -22800 kg
To MARS
-4020 kg
B. Working:
Usually, rockets have three stages of flight but for Falcon 9 it
has only two stages.
C. First Stage:
Bird of prey 9's first stage fuses nine Merlin motors and
aluminum-lithium combination tanks containing fluid oxygen
and rocket-grade lamp oil (RP-1) charge. After start, a
hold-before-discharge framework guarantees that all
enginesare checked for full-push execution before the rocket
is discharged for flight. The main stage motors are bit by bit
throttled close to the part of the arrangement stage trip to
constrain dispatch vehicle quickening as the rocket's mass
abatements with the consuming of fuel[7],[9],[11].
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D. Second Stage:
The subsequent stage, controlled by a solitary Merlin vacuum
motor, conveys bird of prey 9's payload to the ideal circle.
E. FALCON 9 STRUCTURE BODY:
The dividers of Falcon 9 are made
with
aluminum-lithium
combination, a material made
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more grounded and lighter than aluminum by the expansion of
lithium.
F. Grid Fins:
The dividers of Falcon 9 are made with aluminum-lithium
combination, a material made more grounded and lighter than
aluminum by the expansion of lithium.
Figure –3 Three nine engine cores
Second Stage:
Bird of prey overwhelming draws upon Falcon 9's
demonstrated plan, which limits arrange partition occasions
and boosts dependability. The second organize Merlin motor,
indistinguishable from its partner on Falcon 9, conveys the
rocket's payload to circle after the fundamental motors cut off
and the principal stage centers isolated

Figure – 1 Grid Fins
F. Landing Legs
Bird of prey 9 was planned from the earliest starting point to
be completely reusable and conveys landing legs which will
arrive the rocket securely on earth after take-off.

H. Big Falcon Rocket (BFR):
BFR is a completely reusable dispatch vehicle and shuttle.
This is the framework which is created by SpaceX. Like
Falcon 9 BFR likewise has two phases of flight they are
named as Super Heavy and Starship. The engineering of the
space vehicle incorporates both dispatch vehicle and rocket,
just as ground framework for quick propelling and
relaunching.
The payload ability to earth circle of at any rate 100 tons,
which makes BFR an overly overwhelming lift dispatch
vehicle. The main orbital flight is wanted to dispatch by
2020[10].
Like Falcon 9 BFR likewise has two phases of flight they are
named as Super Heavy and Starship

Figure – 2 Landing Legs
G. FALCON HEAVY
It is the most dominant operational rocket on the planet by
two elements. Initial one is that it can lift around 64 tons into
space and the other is that it can lift more than double the
payload of the following nearest operational vehicle at 33% of
its expense.
Bird of prey substantial is the successor of Falcon 9. Its first
stage is made out of three Falcon 9 nine-motor centers which
can create more than 5million pounds of push. Bird of prey
overwhelming was structured from the initiation to convey
people into space. By that, it can give the plausibility of
traveling to the blemishes with the team.
PAYLOAD:
To LEO
-63800kg
To MARS
-16800kg
WORKING:
Like falcon 9, falcon heavy also have only two stages.

Stage -1
Excessively overwhelming is the SpaceX's cutting edge
dispatch vehicle, it comprises of 42 raptor motors and gives a
61.8MNliftoff push. Rocket is 63 meters in length and
9meters measurement.

Stage-2

First Stage:
Three Falcon 9 rockets join to shape bird of prey
substantial. The side rocketboosters are associated at the
highest point of the middle center's fluid oxygen tank and at
the base. Not long after the lift-off, the inside center motors
are throttle down. After the side centers discrete, the middle
center motors throttle back up to full push[8],[10],[12].

Starship is a reusable dispatch vehicle comprises of 7 raptor
motors with an incorporated payload section.it will be worked
in at any rate three variants they are-Spaceship, Tanker,
Satellite conveyance rocket[13],[15],[17].
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From each one of those, we can deliver methane (CH4) and
Oxygen (O2).
From reusable rockets and by delivering charges on blemishes
we can diminish the expense per ton to Mars on enormous
scale.
V. CONCLUSION

III. FUTURE SCOPE
BFR dispatch vehicle is intended to supplant all the current
SpaceX rockets and containers. SpaceX gauges that BFR
dispatch cost will be less expensive than the present SpaceX
armada. BFR is intended to satisfy a portion of the significant
needs they are
• Long length space flights
• For shipping both freight and travelers to the blemishes
• For interplanetary transportation framework from one
nation to other
• Long length flights to different planets for payload and
space explorers[14],[16],[18]
IV. MULTI PLANETARY HUMAN LIFE
Multi planetary human life is only living on different
planets like as living in different nations. We should be
multi-planetary species on the grounds that there will be just
two ways dependent on history the first is we remain on earth
perpetually until annihilation occasion emerges. We can't
state it is without a doubt however inevitably history proposes
that.
The subsequent choice is to turn into a space-bearing human
progress and multi-planetary animal groups, which in the
sense is the best choice. We just have one planet to make
self-continuing urban communities that is damages, since
mercury and Venus are more sweltering than that of earth and
we can go on to the moons of Jupiter or Saturn, yet those are
exceptionally a long way from us.
We can likewise go to our moon yet it is hard to continue there
in light of the fact that it is littler additionally have no air on it
and its day goes on for 29.5 days. What's more, on the
opposite side, we have Mars, it is a large portion of the region
of the earth, has an environment and furthermore its day goes
on for about 24.4 hours[19],[21],[22].
Those everything leaves us to one alternative that is Mars. At
the point when contrasted with earth blemishes is to some
degree comparable. To make a blemishes trip conceivable on
an enormous scale to make a self-supporting city, full
reusability is basic.
To make transportation from blemishes to earth which is
completely reusable, we have to create force on Mars. Since it
would not bode well to leave a spaceship on Mars. We have to
deliver fuel on blemishes and send the spaceships back and
furthermore defaces is extremely useful for that since it has a
CO2 environment, water-ice in the dirt with H2O and CO2.

From all the above we can reason that we are not yet prepared
for space voyaging and getting to be multi-planetary species
however it going to be the following enormous thing In the
territory of room investigation. We got all the hypothetical
information that we have to investigate Mars and a portion of
the training tests are additionally done and demonstrated that
reusability of rockets is conceivable. Enormous FalconRocket
(BFR) by SpaceX is going to assume a noteworthy job in
space voyaging.
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